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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: Attempt Six questions in all. Question No. 1 is 
compulsory. For the remaining five questions, select 
one question from each of Units I-V.
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Compulsory Question 
(3rf*rarr4 vft )

1. Write short notes on the following :
(a) Assumptions of Malthusian theory of population.
(b) Pre-industrial technological changes.

(c) Concept of fertility.

(d) Economic factors influencing fertility.

(e) Concept of supply of children.

(f) Meaning of mortality.
(g) Assumptions of Lee's model of migration.

(h) Kumet's views on population growth.
(i) Relation between population growth and education 

facilities.

(j) Concept of showing down population. (10x2=20) 
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UNIT-I 
(MD

2. Evaluate Ricardo's theory of population. 12(16)
fiwf *HWT1 fTOd M

3. Write detailed note on concept of optimum population. 
12(16) 

*hwti srawm tr fzwft farfw

UNIT-n 
(^rf-ii)

4. Discuss Gary Becker's views on fertility. 12(16) 
^FH TR fa^Rf ^1

5. Explain Caldwell's theory of fertility. 12(16)
chlr-s^d T5FH fTOd BqjW ^1^1

UNIT-in 
(^rf-ni) 

6. Write a detailed note on value of children and effects on 
fertility. 12(16)
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7. Discuss economic determinants of Nuptiality. 12(16)

UNIT-IV 
(^nf-iv)

8. Explain Todaro's model of migration. 12(16)

9. Discuss Lewis dual sector model of economic
consequences of population growth. 12(16)
*HW4I 3TTfe mRuIIhT

UNIT-V

10. Explain effects of population growth on savings. 

12(16)
TR ^nwil o[fe VWi' ^t'l

11. Write a detailed note on effects of population growth on 
human capital input facilities. 12(16)
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